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Investment trust straws in the wind?

• Troubles surfacing - social housing, HOME REIT, Scottish Mortgage 
• Sector will shrink - Darwinian process at work - liquidations/wind ups 
• Consolidation - eg abrdn Smaller Companies Income, Ediston Property 
• IPOs nearly at a standstill; 2022 inflows down 90% 
• Buybacks accelerating - boards’ commitment being tested 
• Extreme discounts in private equity/property/specialists suggest sector risks 
• Liquidity not improving for smaller trusts but discounts appealing 
• More important than ever to be discerning - quality will out 

These trends are likely to continue - but structural advantages will win out over time
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Interest rates a key driving factor
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Discount opportunities Q3 2023
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Income trust portfolio
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Growth portfolio
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Interesting: trusts with negative z scores

A: Yes, this does appear to be a game changer in the investment climate
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Avoid or defer: trusts with high positive z-scores
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Conclusions: is your portfolio fit for purpose?

• More important than ever to be discerning - value quality and experience 
• Be patient - this cycle touched bottom in October 2023, now improving 
• Don’t be seduced by big discounts - always look behind the numbers 
• Equally remember that premiums rarely last - it is okay to top slice 
• Keep a list of trusts you really want to buy - track their discounts, pounce 
• Keep the faith - investment trusts strengths will come through again 

Investment trust universe is reshaping itself and has survived much worse
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Global outlook at Master Investor 2023

• For the first time in years there is income potential in bonds, money markets and cash 
• Higher bond yields also drive down valuations of long duration assets 
• Alternatives such as property, private equity, ventures also face higher debt costs 
• In the short term though inflation and recession are the critical variables 
• Fiscal and monetary policy are pushing in opposite directions 
• The challenge for central banks - 2% inflation target versus stability worries 
• So-called “soft landing” is possible in theory, quite rare in practice  

Nobody knows for sure which way this two-way pull is going to settle short term…. 

But longer term unlikely that what worked until now will work as well from here
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Investment trust outlook - 2023 Master Investor show

• 2022 brought to an end decade of strong relative + absolute performance 
• Macro/market cycles drive discounts in both directions  
• Short term prepare for more volatility until inflation/growth outlook clarifies 
• Discounts also create opportunities - but not all discounts are bargains 
• NAVs may be out of date - so look at discounts to what? 
• Majority of alternatives have yet to be tested by a real bear market 
• Trusts not totally immune from the bezzle or poor governance (HOME REIT) 
• Liquidity is a growing issue for a number of smaller trusts 
• We will see more mergers, wind downs, consolidation 

But be patient: investment trusts have survived much worse than this 
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Strong performance over ten years 

Investment trust index

FTSE 100 index
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Weak performance over two years 

Investment trust index

FTSE 100 index
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Investment trust discounts have taken the strain
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Market leadership over the next few years

If the premise of a new environment is right, market leadership will change 

That suggests tilting towards 

• Value/dividends rather than long duration/capital growth 
• Rest of World versus US equities (UK, Japan look particularly cheap) 
• Commodities/equity income rather than tech/growth 
• Non-US currencies versus the dollar 
• Public versus private equities 
• Strong balance sheets versus smaller/riskier geared structures 

Your time horizon, risk tolerance, experience should drive your choices 
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Investment trust performance

• IT index up 13% since end of October: flat this year: 5% TR over ten years 
• Alternatives taking the brunt of the derating but they rallied Q4 
• Increasing evidence of Darwinian consolidation/M&A/winding down 
• Interest rate expectations remain the key to discounts  
• Plenty of discount opportunities available in equities 
• Strong balance sheets versus smaller/riskier geared structures key 

Your time horizon, risk tolerance, experience should drive your choices 
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Investment trust opportunities 1
Steady proven performers with experienced managers 

• J.P.Morgan Global Growth and Income (JGGI)/Pershing Square Holdings (PSH) 
• Fidelity European (FEV)/Fidelity Asian Values (FAV) 
• Temple Bar (TMPL)/Finsbury Growth and Income (FGI)/Merchants (MRCH) 
• BioPharma Credit (BCPR) - specialist debt trust 
• Bluefield Solar (BSF)/Greencoat UK Wind (UKW) - best of the renewables 
• Asset Value Investors (AVI) /MIGO Opportunities - discount hunters 
• Blackrock World Mining (BRWM)/Blackrock Energy and Resources (BERI) 
• Defensives - PNL/CGT/Ruffer  

“There are old pilots and bold pilots, but no old bold pilots” - experience is important
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Investment trust opportunities 2
Investable discount opportunities that are worth a look 

• Pershing Square Holdings (PSH) 
• Global Opportunities Trust (GOT)/maybe RIT (RCP)  
• Henderson Smaller Companies (HSL)/Aberforth Smaller Companies (ASL) 
• Odyssean (OIT)/Rockwood Strategic (RKW)  
• Oakley Capital (OCI)/Literacy Capital (BOOK)/HG Capital (HGT) 
• TR Property (TRY)/LXI REIT (LXI) 
• AVI Japan Opportunity (AJOT)/Nippon Active Value (NAVF) 

Look for the opportunities to buy trusts that you know already you want to own
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Investment trust opportunities 3
Special situations and much riskier discount opportunities 

• Biotech sector looks oversold on many measures 
• Civitas Social Housing (CSH)/smaller property companies 
• Hipgnosis (SONG)/Round Hill Music Royalty (RHM) 
• Continuation vote/consolidation candidates could go out well above current share prices 
• M&A eg recent Blackstone agreed bid for Industrials REIT at 30% premium 
• Chrysalis (CHRY)/microcap trusts - not for me, but….. 

Don’t be a hero - keep high risk bets to a manageable % of your portfolio 

The stock market “transfers wealth from the impatient to the patient” (Warren Buffett)
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The single most important answer (April 2023)?

A: Yes, this does appear to be a game changer in the investment climate
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Investment trust outlook

• Troubles painfully resolving - social housing, HOME REIT, Asian Energy Income 
• Sector is shrinking - Darwinian process now at work - liquidations/wind ups 
• Consolidation - eg abrdn Smaller Companies Income, Ediston Property 
• IPOs still at a standstill; net outflows for two years plus 
• Buybacks/asset sales accelerating - boards’ commitment being tested 
• Alternatives still suffering from change in interest rates + expectations 
• Liquidity still poor for smaller trusts but discounts appealing 
• More important than ever to be discerning - quality will out 

These trends are likely to continue - but structural advantages will win out over time



Investment trusts: stick or twist?  
Facing the discount challenge

Request today’s slides? 
Email: editormm124 

@gmail.com 

April 15th 2023
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The Money Makers podcast: all about investment trusts

• Launched in March 2020 
• More than 150 episodes 
• Steady growth in listeners 
• FREE on multiple channels 
• Editorially independent 
• 60 mins of trust news + chat 
 

Number of listeners
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The Money Makers Circle: premium content

Subscriber content 

• Launched in Jan 2021 
• In-depth trust profiles 
• Weekly email  
• Trust news (with links) 
• NAV, share price and 

discount movements 
• Favourite funds 
• Independent editorial 

 

Website: www.money-makers.co 

http://www.money-makers.co

